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Chapter 1.  Introduction
PAXB project

The PAXB project was launched with the aim of allowing individuals to freely choose 
whether to view advertisements in accordance with the privacy principles of WEB 3.0.

WEB 3.0, also known as the Semantic Web, is the concept of a next-generation Internet 
that aims to increase intelligence and efficiency by organizing and understanding the vast 
amount of online data available. WEB 3.0 is expected to incorporate advanced technologies 
such as artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and machine learning to enhance 
user experience and optimize the efficiency of online interactions.

The right of self-determinating personal information is a fundamental principle in WEB 3.0, 
which provides individuals with the right to control which personal information they share 
online with whom. This means that traditional advertising industry practices that leverage 
personal data collection, classification, and analysis to advertise to specific individuals 
may not be feasible in the future.

The PAXB project is dedicated to creating an efficient and affordable target advertising 
market by leveraging technologies such as smart contracts and M2E(move to earn) 
applications. The project aims to eliminate brokers and connect individuals who want to 
exchange personal information for fair compensation. The platform's innovative approach 
simplifies and expedites the advertising process, making it easier for a larger audience 
to access.

Following WEB 3.0's emphasis on privacy self-determination, the PAXB project aims to 
create a distributed and secure ecosystem where individuals can control their personal 
information. Beyond the traditional advertising model that relies on intermediaries for 
centralized data collection and analysis, this innovative approach prioritizes user privacy. 
The PAXB platform also leverages advanced technologies from WEB 3.0 such as artificial 
intelligence and machine learning to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of delivering 
personalized and relevant advertising while maintaining privacy.
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Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
MXUP | Application introduction

The MXUP application is a key component of the PAXB project, which provides M2E 
services that allow users to be rewarded just by walking or running with an AR PET made 
as an NFT. MXUP encourages participation within the platform as well as facilitate users' 
physical activity through missions and rewards. MXUP's application leverages NFT 
technology to add interaction and collectability to the platform, giving users an immersive 
experience.
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Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
MXUP | How it works

MXUP is an M2E service application in which users are rewarded with MXT s by mounting 
an AR PET EGG NFT to raise the level and perform various missions.

Users can exchange MXTs for PXBTs at anytime, anywhere the application provides it.

The MXUP application can be downloaded from the Google Play Store and the Apple App 
Store, and users can complete their subscription by running the app on their device and 
going through a simple verification process.

MXUP and PAXB projects pay cryptocurrency as rewards, and for this purpose, MXUP wallets 
need to be installed by creating and selecting a 12-word Seed Code for wallet generation.

To use the MXUP service, you need to keep a certain amount of Ethereum in your wallet. 
The Ethereum you have in your wallet can purchase fees for PXBT transmission, MX EGG 
NFT, etc., and can also be used to manage EGG and PETs.

More information can be found in the MXUP Gitbook.
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Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
MXUP | How to receive M2E rewards
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MXUP supports Vertical mode and Running mode, which rewards users who achieve M2E 
missions. Vertical mode provides compensation based on exercise results of the exercised 
height as you climb stairs indoors. Running mode pays compensation based on exercise 
results for distance traveled outdoors.

To perform a mission in MXUP, the user can select a mode and touch the corresponding 
icon to start. After completion of the exercise, the user can check the amount of compensation 
by touching the end icon.



Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
MXUP | How to receive advertising rewards

MXUP rewards users through events when they visit specific places marked on the map, 
watch advertisements, take pictures, and share them on their SNS(social media).

The advertising media provided by MXUP can be publications, signboards, videos, images, 
etc., and a pre-announced amount of compensation will be paid to the MXUP Wallet when 
carrying out predetermined missions.
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Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
TA solution | Low cost, high efficiency advertising platform

The PAXB project is preparing to launch the innovative advertising platform *TA Solution, 
which directly connects advertisers with a target audience. One of the most notable 
features of the platform is the ability of allowing individuals, businesses, and organizations 
to advertise products or services directly to specific targets or on geographical locations 
without intermediaries. TA solutions also leverage blockchain-based smart contracts to 
provide transparency in the advertising execution process. 
*TA Solution - Target Advertisement Solution

The state-of-the-art algorithms in TA solutions prioritize user privacy and data security, 
ensuring that only explicitly permitted data is used. This significantly reduces the time 
and cost of analyzing data, ultimately reducing overall advertising costs.

The highly targeted approach of TA solutions enables individuals, businesses, and 
organizations to deliver so-called personalized advertising messages tailored to specific 
customers. Accurate advertising transmission can secure a large number of advertising 
viewers, and a significant increase in conversion rates can be expected through targeting 
messages. This approach can ultimately make advertising campaigns more effective 
and efficient, helping advertisers achieve better results.

In conclusion, TA solutions drive a revolutionary change in the advertising industry by 
allowing highly effective advertising while providing a stable and efficient platform that 
guarantees privacy and its rights.
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Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
TA solution | Target selection method
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The TA solution's advertisement transmission target selection method can be selected 
based on personal information and local information.

*This image is an example

How to choose your personal information is as follows

How to select your local information is as follows



Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
TA solution | Advertisement posting method
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*This image is an example

The TA solution platform allows advertisers to insert and display advertisements to users 
in specific areas and locations through the MXUP application. Users need to visit the area 
and approach within a certain distance to see the advertisement, and they can find the 
advertisement themselves while creating a pleasant awareness of the advertisement.

TA solutions provide unique capabilities for users to selectively receive advertisements 
that suit their interests, reducing unnecessary advertisement exposure and increasing 
reach and engagement. Personalized approaches that display only advertisements that 
users may be interested in provide a positive and effective advertising experience.

The TA solution platform strives to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of advertising 
by prioritizing user privacy and providing a personalized and enjoyable experience to 
everyone involved. It aims to transform the advertising market in the way individuals 
interact with advertising by supporting a variety of innovative features, such as selective 
advertising reception and location-based advertising display through the MXUP application. 
Through these efforts, the PAXB project revolutionizes the advertising industry and offers 
low-cost, high-efficiency alternatives while differentiating itself from traditional advertising 
methods.



Chapter 2.  Ecosystem
TA solution | Compensation payment method

The TA solution platform uses PXBT as the default currency. PXBT acts as a governance 
token used in the PAXB ecosystem and as a utility token for purchasing goods and services 
within the MXUP application.

Advertisers can use PXBT to register for TA solution advertising services and reward 
viewers and mission performers accordingly.

To implement this payment method, the advertiser determines compensation based on 
the viewer's actions and sends the PXBT of that amount to the contract address specified 
by PAXB. PAXB then creates a smart contract that automatically distributes rewards to 
viewers and mission performers based on the amount set by the advertiser.

The compensation method, minimum and maximum compensation quantity, etc. are 
subject to change by DAO.
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Chapter 3.  Token design
Overview

PXBT is a token built on the Ethereum ERC-20 standard and used to support the construction 
of the WEB 3.0 decentralized community within the PAXB ecosystem.

The total supply of PXBT is permanently fixed at 1 billion tokens and will not increase or 
decrease through further minting or burning.
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Chapter 3.  Token design
Distribution and distribution plan

PXBT completed the TGE on February 22, 2023.
For PAXB Token issuance information, please refer to the link below.

■ PAXB Token Explorer
https://etherscan.io/token/0x53739361faed70b4d28d9e9dadf5773bf307c7c1

A total of 1 billion PXBTs have been issued (mint), and they are distributed into 5 items 
to be used according to the designated usage.

■ Classification of usage

■ Usage details and contract
➀ 150 million PXBTs have been allocated for the MXUP ecosystem.
     There is no lock-up or vesting period, and it is enforced after prior announcement.
※ Contract 0x299d920926f65144C282282586f3E045cD80E234
➁ 500 million PXBT has been allocated for DAO governance.
     It is linearly distributed for 48 months after TGE, and 10,416,666 PXBT can be distributed 
     on the 1st of every month.
※ Contract 0x2943071d357ACC4Fe1Eb96e8ffE1D17C65417cde
➂ 150 million PXBT has been allocated for launch contributors.
     Lock-up and vesting may be set according to conditions, which will be announced.
※ Contract 0x0633b1Ebe9f373170dea136C4EeD507ad2665185
➃ 120 million PXBT was allocated for the operating corporation.
     After TGE, it will be locked up for 1 year, and 3,333,333 PXBT will be linearly distributed 
     on the 1st of every month for 36 months.
※ Contract 0x2A6c031A5E2dDda878F034D243F6735fC11B8484
➄ 80 million PXBTs have been allocated for the PAXB team.
     After TGE, it will be locked up for 1 year, and then 2,222,222 PXBT will be distributed 
     linearly for 36 months on the 1st of every month.
※ Contract 0x1E92F1E53f37CC32e47ccAc82A5B011464175A1e
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MXUP Ecosystem

Operating corporation PAXB team

DAO Governance Launch contributor



Chapter 3.  Token design
Distribution and distribution plan
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MXUP Ecosystem

DAO governance

Launch Contributor

Operating corporation

PAXB Foundation

150,000,000

500,000,000

150,000,000

120,000,000

80,000,000

-

10,416,666

-

3,333,333

2,222,222

Release date

2027.02

Depending on lock-up
Differential / Disclosure

2027.02

2027.02

-

Linear distribution
on the first day of each month

-

12 months lock-up after TGE,
Linear distribution

on the first day of each month

12 months lock-up after TGE,
Linear distribution

on the first day of each month

Division Amount Lock-up & Vesting Detailed Condition Time of full release

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Release date
(2023.02)

2023.03 2023.09 2024.03 2024.09 2025.03 2025.09 2026.03 2026.09 2027.02

PAXB Foundation

Operating corporation

Launch Contributor

DAO governance

MXUP Ecosystem

Chapter 3.  Token design
Management policy

1) The above 5 contracts will not be transmitted except to pre-set addresses (receiver 
     address fixed).

2) The above 5 contracts and receiver wallets must be signed by at least 3 out of 5 private 
     key holders to be approved.

3) The above 5 contracts are processed after a grace period of 48 hours after approval 
     of transfer.



Chapter 3.  Token design
Information disclosure

The PAXB project takes information transparency seriously.
All processes, results and procedures are disclosed to the community.

1) PAXB Medium Blog
https://medium.com/@paxb_official

2) PAXB Naver Blog
https://blog.naver.com/paxb_official/

3) PAXB Twitter
https://twitter.com/PAXB_official

4) PAXB Telegram
https://t.me/PAXB_official_COMM

5) MXUP Discord
https://discord.com/invite/ACFWRKxG3v

4) MXUP Twitter
https://twitter.com/MXUPofficial
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Chapter 4.  Roadmap
Roadmap
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2021
Q4

2022
Q1

2023

MXUP service idea development
MXUP Service design
PAXB project design

NFT, token, service economy design
MXUP development launch

Q2 MXUP app UI/UX development
iOS, AOS activity function implementation

Q3 MXUP NFTs released
Building the MXUP Community

MXUP OBT launch
Publication of the PAXB White Paper

partnership disclosure
CEX listing

MXUP NFT collaboration platform beta version released

Advanced TA solution platform

TA solution launch
Ad platform detailed policy disclosure
MXUP AR PET skin market launch

Q4

Q1

2024
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Establishment of a corporation for the purpose
of the PAXB project (BVI)
Token Economy Planning
TA solution planning



Chapter 5.  Core Team
Core Team
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Founder Bio

SHIN SUNG CHUL
△Graduate School of Business Information at Korea University

△Founder, StarCapture Established in 2001

△2007 Korea Ubiquitous Technology Center Co-founder / KOSDAQ Listing

△Founder, Game Developer GPAX in 2008

△Co-founder, CEO of start-up OWIN in 2015
    · GS Caltex and others attract $10 million in investment
    · Cooperation with Renault Samsung Motors
    · Collaboration with Hyundai Motor Co.

Engineer Bio

SHIN BOK KYU
△2008 Game Development GPAX
    · Dead6 and 10 other PCs, Mobile Game Client Development

△Development of Car Commerce System Interworking with OWIN
    · 2015 GS Caltex Car Commerce System Development
    · SPC Car Commerce System Development
    · CU Car Commerce System Development
    · Renault Samsung Car Commerce System Development
    · Hyundai Motor and Car Commerce System Interworking Test
    · Toyota Connected (Thailand) Car Commerce System Development

Ujin Chung Yusik Kim Jung WookMyungjin ShinJooil Yang

PAXB DAO COMMITTEE

Also known as MXUP ADVISOR



Chapter 6.  Exemption clause
Exemption clause
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Disclaimer: The following document outlines the objectives, plans, and technical aspects 
of our cryptocurrency project, but is not intended to provide investment advice or financial 
guidance. Any information provided is for educational and informational purposes only, 
and should not be relied upon as a basis for investment decisions.

It is important to note that investing in cryptocurrency is highly volatile and risky, and 
should only be undertaken after careful consideration of one's financial circumstances 
and risk tolerance. As such, this document does not constitute a solicitation or offer to 
buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency, nor does it suggest any investment strategy.

Our team does not make any representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding 
the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any information or projections provided in 
this document. Furthermore, our team does not guarantee the future success of our 
cryptocurrency project. The achievement of our objectives is subject to various factors, 
some of which are beyond our control, and there is no guarantee that we will achieve 
our goals.

Therefore, our team will not be held liable for any loss or damage arising from reliance on 
any information or projections provided in this document, including any errors or omissions. 
Cryptocurrency investments are speculative in nature, and investors should perform their 
own due diligence before making any investment decisions.

In summary, our team encourages readers to approach this document with a critical and 
discerning mindset, and to seek professional advice from financial and legal experts before 
making any investment decisions related to our cryptocurrency project.
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